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Considerations for this session
• (i) What natural and social science evidence-based 

knowledge do marine policy makers and policy 
advisors want, consider, and need?

• (ii) What natural and social science evidence-based 
knowledge do marine dependent communities and 
stakeholder want, consider, and need?

• (iii) Are large scientific programs a good platform to 
stage this science and provide advice? 

• (iv) What improvements, if any, would be 
recommended?

• (v) What is required to improve the marine science-
policy-society interface?
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Salient points for 
further discussion at 

MSEAS
• SP1: Fisheries as wicked problems/post-normal 

science
• SP2: What about starting with the social questions?
• SP3: The Scale Myth 
• SP4: Integration, transaction costs and project 

evaluations
• SP5: On the (changing?) role of natural scientists
• SP6: All models are wrong
• SP7: Science and policy – on-going question
• SP8: Is there a need for a Research Forum for Inter-

D research?



SP1: Fisheries as 
wicked problems/post-

normal science



Fisheries governance is a wicked 
problem
- ‘Social problem’ vs. ‘Scientific problem’
- Difficult to define and differentiate from other problems
- No formula, no stopping rule
- No solution, only resolution
- Every problem is novel and unique
- Mistakes are costly

Rittel and Webber (1973); Jentoft and Chuenpagdee (2009)

Let's embrace complexity: The role of transdisciplinarity in addressing global 
change. Chuenpagdee, Ratana 





On the need for 
transdisciplinarity

• Let's embrace complexity: The role of 
transdisciplinarity in addressing global change  
Chuenpagdee, Ratana – 
“No solution, only resolution”   

• Transdisciplinary science with indigenous arctic 
communities: challenges and paths forward Schmidt, 
Jorn 

• The responsible path forward for management science 
for fisheries  Dankel, Dorothy – 
“Integrated Solutions” (focus on human processes, not soley 
on model output)

• Responsible Research and Innovation
• (Co-design; co-production of research etc.) 



Co-design and co-production of 
knowledge requires the involvement of 
researchers and stakeholders during 
the entire research process.

Joint Framing
(topic depends on societal 

emergence)

Research Definition
(research scale, research questions)

Implementation
(funding calls, proposals, 

review, etc.)

Co-Design

Scientific Integration 
(interdisciplinarity, 

consistency, uncertainty)

Co-Production

Relevance 
(transdisciplinarity, 

stakeholder involvement)

Dissemination of Results
(translation, transparency, 
dialogue, responsivity)
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Slide from G. Klepper’s presentation at Planet Under Pressure : used by  Jorn Schmidt at 7WFC



SP2: What about starting with the 
social questions?

• Too often, Research questions 
framed through natural lens

• Social Sciences as an add-on

• Need to be integral to the 
design

• Even the starting point?
• See case studies

Social Sciences
Natural Sciences







SP3: The Scale Myth

Diagram from Melbourne-Thompson et al (in prep)



An open, web-based, interactive 
information system

Who’s Who in SSF research

State-of-the-Art

SSF Organizations

SSF Profile

SSF Guidelines

SSF Capacity needs

SSF Experiences

SSF Case study

Issf.toobigtoignore.net



Research Focus: Cross-
scale

Boustany et al. (in prep) 

Jones and Cheung (2015) ICES J Mar Sci 



SP3: The Scale Myth
• Both have global surveys:

o Remote Sensing – Global
o World Bank/FAO collect data at the global level

• Both have national/regional surveys
o Fisheries independent surveys
o Cenuses – National/sub-national/smaller

• Both have small-scale studies
o Fish behaviour  ……Fish harvester behaviour – where/when/how?
o Fish habit studies…….flow of fish and benefits in fishing communities

HOWEVER – other types of scale issues – eg. 
• Urgent issues of communities don‘t match 

scientific interest (Jorn Schmidt)



SP4: Integration, 
transaction costs and 
project evaluations



Integration takes 
time

1999-2010

WGHIST 2009-…

2011-

OPP 2015-2018



Integration is Hard!
Need to do it early
Need to do lots
Needs to be a driving force in the 
project



Transaction Costs
• It takes time to engage with communities, to 

build trust
• Can’t helicopter in, or view remotely from a 

satellite



Transaction Costs



SP4: Integration, transaction costs 
and project evaluations

• Project components may depend on other parts of the 
project and can be held up. 
o Particularly true of integrating project components

• Project organisation often less interactive than required

• Funding for research projects normally doesn‘t include 
the development of the research question

• Funding challenges for interdisicplinary projects

• Also does not include a project evaluation



SP5: On the 
(changing?) role of 
natural scientists

• Do natural scientists need to change?
• Do social scientists need to change?
• Do economists need to change?
• How often to do social scientists look to engage 

natural scientists in their projects?



SP6 Responsible 
Modelling• What if all models are wrong? (Dorothy Dankel)

• Avoid naïve projections / predictions and ensure that 
messages are properly understood
o More work with end-users needed to understand how 

they interpret uncertain outputs.
• How do hypotheses best drive research across disciplines?
• How do bottom-up vs. top-down models look different?



SP7: Science and policy 
– on-going question



SP7: Science and 
policy – on-going 

question
• Overall, less focus on this issue
• TBTI – Input to FAO Small Scale Fisheries Guidelines

• Most research programs working to influence policy
• NEREUS identified need for social innovation that can 

bring about sustainable and equitable ocean policies – 
o More science?
o More researchers?
o More engagement?
o Identifying social needs 
o Opportunities for networks beyond traditional academic partnerships 
o Nurture research entrepreneurship in academia.



• What do you need?
• Well, what can you deliver?
• Depends on what you 

need....what do you want to 
know?

• Well, depends on what you 
can give us....!

A great challenge lies in the 

communication between 

people that need advice (e.g. 
decision makers) and people 

producing the science for the 
provision of advice – and the 
expertise of those who 
formulate the advice

Have we studied 
policy makers 
perceptions? 
(M. Makino)



SP7: Science and policy – 
on-going question

• How can different “types” of scientists 
influence policy
o Government scientists (fewer social scientists)
o Academics
o NGOs
o Consulting firms
o Community practitioners (?)

• Transdisciplinary means going between, 
across and beyond disciplines and across 
“types” of scientists



SP8: Is there a need 
for a Research Forum/ 
Commuciation 
Network for Inter-D 
research?



• S13-How can natural science and social science research be integrated into science 
advice so that it is useful to policy makers and the broader society? 

• S05MS1- GS: Management and social ecological systems 1 & 2. 
• S07- Bio-economic, socio-biology and other mixes. The advantage of linking disparate 

data to gain new insights into the exploitation of marine fish resources. 

National Centres
• Sweden: Stockholm Resilience Centre
• Australia: Centre for Marine Socioecology

International agencies
• PICES: Human dimensions of marine systems
• ICES: Strategic Initiative on the Human Dimension
• IMBER: Human dimensions working group

Progress is happening and happening rapidly

International conferences

Within conferences

But how well is it co-ordinated????
Stewart Frusher, CMS

• Growing national integrated social science, economics, and IEA programs (e.g., 
NOAA)



Further scientific collaboration between ICES, 
PICES, IMBER, TBTI, IndiSeas, Future Earth...

• Targeted context specific joint 

workshops

• Joint communication 
platform

• Shared focus areas include:
• Aquaculture
• Arctic
• Integrated Ecosystem 

Assessments
• Indicator development
• Participatory approaches
• Understanding resource 

questions from multiple 
perspectives



Worth noting
• Science that will be relevant for people almost always 

has a strong development component, which requires 
the engagement not only of people and scientists, but 
also practitioners and institutions (Jorn Schmidt)

• Need to new methods and innovation to get to the 
next level of thinking for sustainable oceans

• Controversial issues or disasters as catalyst for action
• Issue based research
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